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Yolanda Letnes

Minnesota Pollution Control Agency

520 Lafayette Road North

St. Paul, MN 55155-4194

Subject: Comment on Solid Waste Housekeeping Rule (Request for Comments on Planned

Amendments to Minnesota Rules Chapters 70OO,700L,7035,7045,9210 and 9215)

Dear Ms. Letnes:

Xcel Energy appreciates the effort the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency is making to update

thesolidwasterules. ThescopeofthechangesthattheAgencyisproposingshouldresultin
increased clarity and long overdue updates to many of the rules. Xcel Energy would like to offer
the following comments regarding the proposed scope for the housekeeping rule.

The Agency has suggested that it intends to modify Chapter 70451o incorporate the new

federal generator requirements related to the Hazardous Waste Generator lmprovement Rule.

We would like to encourage the Agency to consider a modification to its existing episodic

events provision as it relates to unplanned increased generation of hazardous wastes.

Specifically we recommend that the Agency incorporate a grace period of at least 10 working

days to provide sufficient time for a generator experiencing an unplanned episodic event to
comply with the rule requirements that are newly applicable as a result of a bump to an

increased generator status.

The Episodic Event provision in the Hazardous Waste Generator lmprovement Rule

promulgated by EPA allows generators to maintain their existing generator category when they
experience an episodic generation of wastes that would had previously caused them to bump in
generator status. This provision distinguishes between planned and unplanned events. For

planned episodic events the generator must notify EPA or the state at least 30 days prior to
initiating that event. For an unplanned episodic event the generator must notify EPA or the
State within 72 hours. Under this provision an episodic event must be concluded within 60

days. This includes transporting the episodic wastes off-site.

For many years the Agency has implemented a version of an episodic event provision.

Currently a facilitythat has experienced an episodic event must meet allof the hazardous

waste requirements applicable to the larger size during the month when the increase occurred.
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Under this provision a generator must also continue to meet the larger size requirements for

the subsequent months of that calendar year, unless your site is reclassified back down to your

original generator size, either automatically or on request. Xcel Energy appreciates the

Agencies foresight and leadership on this issue. This allowance has been of significant benefit

to the regulated community.

Under the State's current episodic event provision unless a generator is continuously managing

their facility in compliance with the larger size generator status requirements there will

inevitably be some period of time that a facility experiencing an unplanned episodic event will

not be in full compliance with the newly applicable regulatory requirements. The more notable

requirements include the training required for Small Quantity Generators (SQGs) and Large

Quantity Generators (LQGs), the Emergency Action Plan required for SQGs and a Hazardous

Waste Contingency Plan requirements for LQGs.

While our preference would be to implement a program similar to what EPA promulgated

where a generator would not be required to bump to a larger generator status, we recognize

the concerns that Agency staff has expressed previously regarding the storage of increased

quantities of hazardous wastes. Consequently if the MPCA is inclined to maintain their current

program we would like to suggest that they incorporate a grace period to allow facilities

experiencing an unplanned episodic event to implement those newly applicable requirements.

We are recommending that the Agency consider a grace period of at least 10 working days.

Xcel Energy believes that this enhancement will decrease compliance gaps by allowing facilities

a predefined grace period to ensure that all of their employees training are current, and to

develop or update the SQG emergency plan or LQG contingency plan and other enhanced

requirements applicable to their new generator status.

lf you have any questions on these comments, or wish to discuss the details further, please

contact me at 612-337-22LL

Sincerely,

n Chelstrom
Manager of Environmental Services

Xcel Energy


